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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1979 Hotzel proved [ 1 l] the following interesting finiteness condition 
for semigroups: Let S be a finitely generated semigroup. If S verifies the 
minimal condition on principal left ideals (resp. right ideals) and all 
subgroups of S have finite orders then S is finite. This theorem solved a 
question posed by Coudrain and Schiitzenberger [3’] who proved a similar 
result with the only difference that S satisfies the minimal condition on 
principal bi-ideals, instead of left ideals. Moreover two finiteness conditions 
for semigroups, due respectively to Simon [16] and to de Luca and 
Restivo [4], are based on Hotzel’s theorem. 
In this paper we prove the following generalization of Hotzel’s theorem 
in which one supposes that only finitely generated subgroups are finite: 
THEOREM 1.1. A finitely generated semigroup S is finite l$ and only if it 
satisfies the minimal condition on principal left ideals (resp. right ideals) and 
all finitely generated subgroups are finite. 
This generalization is important since it allows us to derive finiteness 
conditions for finitely generated semigroups which can be brought back to 
finiteness conditions on finitely generated groups. Indeed, as a consequence 
of our result, we are able to find important finiteness conditions for 
semigroups, some of which provide significant answers to the Burnside 
problem (cf. Section 4). 
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The paper is organized as follows: The proof of Theorem 1.1 is in 
Section 3. It is based on some lemmas and combinatorial results which are 
given in Section 2. Finally, in Section 4 several applications of the main 
theorem are derived. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In the following A denotes a finite set, or alphabet, and Ai (resp, A*) 
the free semigroup (resp. free monoid) over A. The elements of A are called 
letters and those of A* words. For any word w, IwI denotes its length. A 
word u is a factor of the word w if w E A*uA*. For any w EA*, F(w) 
denotes the set of all its factors. 
We begin by introducing some preliminary definitions and lemmas. Let 
S be a semigroup. We say that S verifies min, (resp. min,) if any strictly 
descending chain of principal left ideals (resp. right ideals) is finite. 
In the following we identify a finitely generated semigroup S with 
A+/q7~--‘, where A is a finite alphabet and cp: At -+ S is a surjective 
morphism. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A finite sequence fO, fi, . . ..f. of words of A* is called 
a b&ideal sequence of order n if and only if f0 E A and fie fi- i A*fi- 1 for 
each i > 1. An infinite sequence {f, > n a 0 of words of A* is called a b&ideal 
sequence if, for any n 3 0, fO, fi, . . . . fn is a bi-ideal sequence of order n. 
Let us consider now the map k: N -+ N inductively defined as 
k(0) = 1, k( 1) = 1 + card(A), . . . . k(n + 1) = k(n)( 1 + (card(A))k(“)), .. . . 
The following lemma, due to Coudrain and Schiitzenberger [3], proves 
that sufficiently long words over a finite alphabet show an “unavoidable 
regularity” which can be expressed in terms of bi-ideal sequences. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any n>O, iff EA k(n)A* then f has a factor which is the 
nth term f,, of a bi-ideal sequence fi+ 1 =figifi, g,EA*, O<i<n, of orders 
such that / fJ < k(i), 0 < id n. 
Proof. The result is trivial for n = 1. Let f E Ak’““A*. By the definition of 
k(n) one can write 
f =w1w2...wsh 
with s = 1 t (card(A))k(“- ‘I, w.EA~(“-‘), ldi<s, and hEA*. Since the 
number of distinct words of length k(n - 1) is (card(A))k’“- ‘), there are 
integers i, j with 0 < i < j < s, such that wi = wj. By the induction hypothesis 
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these two words have a factor which is the (n - l)th term f,- 1 of a bi-ideal 
sequence fi + I =,figi.L, giEA*, 0 < i<n - 1 such that lfil <k(i) for 
O<i<n-1. Let us then set wi=wi=gfn-ig’, withg, g’EA* and 
Thus one has If,1 < k(n) so that fn is the nth term of a bi-ideal sequence 
verifying the statement. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a finite alphabet and cp: A+ -+ S a morphism in a 
semigroup S. Let H be a subset of At such that 
(1) H is closed by factors, 
(2) H= Hqcp-‘, i.e., H saturates the congruence (pqel, 
(3) q(H) is infinite. 
Then there exists a bi-ideal sequence {f,}, a 0 such that 
(i) fnEH, for all n>O, 
(ii) for all i, j, i#j, q(L) # cp(fi). 
ProoJ: Let us consider the set 
H’= {w~Hlcp(u)#cp(w) for any u~P(w) with u#w). 
H’ is infinite. In fact suppose, by contradiction, that H’ is finite. Then a 
positive integer C exists such that for any w in H with IwI B C, 
q(u) = q(w), where u is a proper factor of w. Since H saturates the 
congruence qq -i then it follows that any word of H is equivalent to a 
word of H of length less than or equal to C. This contradicts the hypothesis 
that q(H) is infinite. 
Since H’ is infinite and closed by factors then for every it > 0, there exists 
at least one word w, of H’ of length k(n). By Lemma 2.1, w, has at least 
one factor hr’ which is the nth term of a suitable bi-ideal sequence yn of 
order n 
where 
y,, = (hg’, h’;‘, . . . . h’“‘) n 3 
hI”!,=hl”‘gi”‘hj”‘,gj”‘EA*,O~i<n, and Ihi”‘/ <k(i),Odi<n. P-1) 
Moreover, since H’ is closed by factors one has that hi”) E H’, 0 < i < n. 
From the “pigeon-hole principle” and Eq. (2.1) it follows that there exists 
an infinite subset N, of N such that all the sequences yr, r E N, have the 
same first term (which is a letter), say fO. Let i > 0 and suppose by induc- 
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tion that an infinite subset Ni of RJ exists such that all the sequences y,, 
YE Nj have the same ith term, say j--i. Since for all n >O, \@‘I <k(i), 
0 < i < n, one derives by the “pigeon-hole principle” that there exists an 
infinite subset lVi+ I of N i such that all the sequences yr, Y E IV i + 1 have the 
same (i-tl)th term, say fi. Moreover J;:~f~-rA*&i. In this way we 
construct a bi-ideal sequence (fn}nao whose terms belong to the set H’, 
which concludes the proof. QED. 
Next we shall consider some quasi-order relations in S. We recall that a 
quasi-order relation < in S is reflexive and transitive. The meet < n 6 - 1 
is an equivalence relation z and the quotient of S by E is a poset 
(partially ordered set). An element s E Xc S is minimal (resp. maximal) in 
X with respect o < if, for every x E X, x <s (resp. s f X) implies that x = s. 
Fors,tESifs<tandsftthenwesets<t. 
Now let us consider the following relations in a semigroup S defined as 
follows: For s, t E S 
s <I t (resp. s d r t) if and only if S’s c Sit (resp. sS’ E tS’). 
One can easily see that <, and <r are quasi-order relations of S. The 
equivalence relation z i (resp. z ,) is the Green relation 9 (resp. relation 
9). 
The following lemma, which is a particular case of a lemma of Munn (cf. 
[2, Lemma 6.41]), states that in an Y-class Z of a semigroup verifying min, 
all the elements of Z are minimal in 1 with respect to the quasi-order 
relation < I : 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be a semigroup verifying min, and a, b two elements 
of S. Zf a9b and a 6, b then a9b. 
Now we recall a proposition (cf. ‘[12, Chap. 10, Lemma 3.41) which gives 
us some useful information about the maximal subgroups of a regular 
B-class having only finitely many g-classes. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup and D a regular 
9-class of S having a finite number of &?-classes (or z-classes). Then the 
maximal subgroups of D are finitely generated, 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this Section we give the proof of Theorem 1.1 by making use of 
Lemmas 2.2-2.4 of the previous section, The proof is inspired by that 
of Hotzel even though it is in our opinion more simple and combinatorial. 
481/136/1-S 
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A theorem similar to Theorem 1.1 was proved by us in [7] but under the 
additional hypothesis that there exists a fixed bound to the length of any 
strictly decreasing chain of principal right ideals of S. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us introduce in S the quasi-order relation < 
defined as: For a, b E S 
a < b if and only if S’aS’ c S’bS’ or S’aS1 = S’bSl and aS1 E bS’. 
One easily verifies that the equivalence relation E is equal to the Green 
relation 92. 
We define inductively a sequence {H,,), a0 of sets: Ho = 0 and, for all 
n > 0, 
Hn= IJ Cl, 
j= l,....n 
where forj > 0, Cj is the set of elements of S\H,- r which are maximal with 
respect to < in S\H,- 1. 
We begin by proving, following an inductive argument, that for all j > 0, 
if Hi- 1 is finite and S\H,- 1 # @ then Cj # $3 and Hj, as well as Cj, are 
finite sets. 
In fact let m be an element of S\H,- 1. Since S is finitely generated one 
can write m =x1 . . .x,, with X~E X (i= 1, . . . . n), where X is a finite set of 
generators for S. It follows that either 
(i) m=ay with a E S\H,- 1 n X 
or 
(ii) m = m’ay with m’EHjpl, m’aES\Hi_l, aEXand YES’. 
In the first case one has S’mS’ c S’aS’ and mS1 E aSI; in the second 
case S’mSl G S’m’aS1 and mS1 ~m’aS’. Since X and Hjul are finite sets, 
one derives that there is a finite subset Z of S\H,+, with the property that 
for any m E S\H,- 1 there exists z E Z such that m <z. Since Z is finite one 
has that in Z, and then in S\Hj- 1, there are maximal elements with 
respect to <. Hence Cj is not empty. 
Before proving the finiteness of Hi we need to prove that Hi is closed by 
factors. We do this by induction (i.e., by supposing that Hjel is closed by 
factors). Let o E Hj and m be a factor of o; i.e., 
w = Amp, with d, ,u E S’. 
We prove that m E’H~. We can suppose that w E Cj, otherwise the conclu- 
sion would be trivially true by the induction hypothesis. If S’oS’ c S1mS1 
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then by the maximality of o in S\H,- 1 one derives m E Hj- 1, and there- 
fore m E Hi (since Hi- 1 E Hj). Let us then suppose that S’wS’ = S’mS’, 
i.e. m and o are in the same f-class. 
If by contradiction m $ Hi then there exists n E S\Hj_ 1 such that 
n>m. 
If S1nS1 3 S’mS’ = S’coS’ then we have that 
which is in contrast with the maximality of w in S\H,- 1. Let us then 
suppose S’nS’ = S’mS’ and nS’ 3 mSi. Hence m = n;l’ for some A’ E S1; 
moreover, since o = Imp = hi’p one has 
S’nS” = S’wS’ C S”hzS1 S S’nS’. 
so that n and An are in the same $-class, and by Lemma 2.3 they are 
Y-equivalent. Thus there exists y ES’ such that 
n = yin. 
Now if MS’= M’S’=knS’ then ylnS’ = yJ,nA’S’; i.e., 6” =mS”, in 
contrast with nS1 3 mS1. Therefore 
OS’ = Amps1 E AmS’ c InS1. 
Since n is in S\H,_ 1 and Hi+ 1 is, by the induction hypothesis, closed by 
factors one has iln E S\H,_ 1. This contradicts the maximality of o in 
S\H,- 1. 
Hi is a union of $-classes. In fact let s E Hj and tYs; i.e., S’tS’ = SisS’. 
This implies s = xty for suitable x, y E S’. Since Hi is closed by factors it 
follows that t E Elj. We observe now that Hi contains only finitely many 
W-classes. In fact, if m is an element of Cj then either m = ay with 
aEXnCj, YES’, and aS’=mS1 or m=m’ay with mrEHjMI, YES’, 
m’a E Cj, and a E X. In this latter case m’aS’ = mS”. Thus in any case 
the number of g-classes in Cj is less than or equal to card(X)+ 
card(X) card(Hj- l). Since by the induction hypothesis Hj- 1 is a finite set 
then the result follows. 
We can prove now that Hj is finite. Suppose by contradiction that Hj is 
infinite. Let cp: X+ + S (where Xt is the free-semigroup on X) be the 
canonical morphism and H= cp-‘(Hi). By Lemma 2.2 there exists a 
sequence {.A > n 3 o of elements of Hj such that 
fn=fH-1gH-lfn-l> &-lfS1, n > 0, 
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and 
for y1# m. By min, there exists an integer k, such that 
fkl win 9 for all n > k, . 
Moreover, since the number of &?-classes in H, is finite, one has also that 
there exists k2 > 0 such that 
fk,Bf”T forall n>k,. 
Hence 
fk=Tfn for all II > k, 
where k = max(k,, k2}. 
The elements fn for n > k are all regular. Indeed, by fn%fe+ i and 
fn%t+l, it follows that there exist I, ,U E S’ such that 
f,=f,+1J and .L=PL+~. 
Thus 
and f, + 1 is regular. 
The elements of the sequence (f,},,, lie in the same %-class H of a 
regular $&class D which is contained in Hi. Hence D has only finitely many 
W-classes. By Lemma 2.4 the maximal subgroups of D are finitely generated 
and by our hypothesis they are finite. This implies that H is finite, in 
contradiction with the fact that the elements of the sequence {fn} are 
infinitely many. 
Let us now prove that S is finite. If S is infinite Cj # @ for any j > 0 and 
then S’ = Uj,O Hj is infinite. Moreover, S’ is closed by factors. Let 
K = v, - ‘(S’) (where q is the canonical epimorphism). Since K verifies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 it follows that there is a sequence {f,},,O of 
elements of S’ such that fn + 1 =f,g,f,, g,ES’, for any n>O, andf,Zf, 
for all n, m with n # m. 
By min, there exists k>O such that 
fn=%k, for all n b k. 
Let j be an integer such that fk E Hi. As Hj is a union of g-classes one has 
that f, E Hi for all ~13 k. But this is a contradiction because Hi is finite and 
the elements of {f,, Ina0 are infinite. 
The proof of the base of the induction is trivial and therefore is omitted. 
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Finally by completely symmetric arguments one reaches the same result 
under the hypothesis that condition min,, instead of condition min,, 
holds. Q.E.D. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give some applications of our main result; in all of 
them the requirement of Theorem 1.1 that finitely generated subgroups of 
a given semigroup be finite (instead of all subgroups as in Hotzel’s 
theorem) plays an essential role. 
The finiteness conditions we will give are related to different concepts 
such as growth functions, permutation properties, and iteration properties. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be a finite system of generators for a semigroup 
S. The growth function of S, relative to the generating set X, is the map 
fs: N 4 N defined as 
SS(~)=card(s~SJ~=xlx*...x, with x,EX, i-l ,..., r, and r<n}. 
Many papers have been devoted to the study of growth functions for 
semigroups and groups. In particular we recall the following important 
theorem due to Gromov [9]: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finitely generated group. If the growth function 
of G is polynomially upper bounded then G is nilpotent by finite. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup and S’ a finitely 
generated subsemigroup. If the growth function of S is polynomially upper 
bounded then so is the growth function of S’. 
Proof. Let X= (x1, x2, . . . . xh} be a system of generators for S and Y a 
system of generators for S’. Since the growth function fs is polynomially 
upper bounded there exist a positive integer q and a constant c > 0 such 
that for all n > 0, 
fs(n) < cn4. 
Let us now express the elements of the set Y in terms of the elements of X. 
One has that there exists an integer p such that for any y E Y one has 
Since 
f,.(n)=card(sES’Is= y1y2... yI with yip Y, i= 1, .~., r, and r<n), 
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one has that for all n > 0, 
f&n) Gfs(np) <c(np)” G cpqnq. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S be a finitely generated, periodic semigroup verifving 
min,. If the growth function of S is polynomially upper bounded then S is 
finite. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1 any finitely generated subgroup 
G of ,S has a nilpotent subgroup H of finite index. Since H is finitely 
generated and since a finitely generated, periodic,, and nilpotent group is 
finite then G itself is finite. As S verifies min,, the result follows from 
Theorem 1.1. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let S be a semigroup and S, the symmetric group on 
n > 1 objects. S is called n-permutable (resp. n-weakly permutable) if for any 
sr, s2, . . . . s, E S there exists a permutation c E S,, 0 # id (resp. two permuta- 
tions g, r E S, with c # r) such that 
SlSZ *. . sn = mono . . ‘SC(n) 
(resp. s US, . . . So(,) = &(l)&(2) . . . $I) 1 . 
A semigroup is called permutable (resp. weakly permutable) if there exists 
an integer n > 1 such that S is n-permutable (resp. n-weakly permutable). 
Permutation properties are important in the study of Burnside’s problem 
as one can see by the following result (cf. [15] ): 
THEOREM 4.4 (Restivo and Reutenauer). Let S be a jinitely generated 
and periodic semigroup. S is finite if and only if S is permutable. 
The preceding theorem is not true in general if one supposes that S is 
weakly permutable, instead of permutable (cf. [14, 5,6]). However in the 
case of groups the following deep theorem, due to Blyth [l], holds: 
THEOREM 4.5 (Blyth). Let G be a group. G is permutable if and only if 
it is weakly permutable. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let S be a finitely generated and periodic semigroup 
verifving min,. If S is weakly permutable then S is finite. 
ProoJ By Theorems 4.5 and 4.4 all the finitely generated subgroups of 
S are finite, so that by Theorem 1.1, S is finite. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma (chain lemma), proved in [4], gives an interesting 
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sufficient condition under which a finitely generated semigroup verifies 
min,. 
LEMMA 4.7 (de Luca and Restivo). Let S be a finitely generated semi- 
group satisfying the following condition: 
(C) there exists an integer m > 0 such that for any sequence sl, 
s2, . . . . s, qf m elements of S there exist integers i, j, 1 d i G j < m, such that 
Then S verifies min,. 
Sl .-sjEs,...sjsjS1. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup such that 
VSES 3XES’ such that s = s2x. 
If all finitely generated subgroups of S are finite then S is finite. 
Proof. Since the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied by taking m = 1, 
one has that S verifies min,. Hence by Theorem 1.1 it follows that S is 
finite. Q.E.D. 
A semigroup is called completely regular (cf. [13]) if it is the union of 
its maximal subgroups. A completely regular semigroup S verifies the 
hypotheses of Corollary 4.8. In fact for any SE S one has s= ss-Is and 
ss -1 =s-l s, where s-l is the inverse of s in the maximal subgroup of S 
containing s. Therefore 
s=,y+1. 
Hence the following proposition holds: 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let S be a completely regular semigroup. S is finite $ 
and only if S is finitely generated and all finitely generated subgroups have 
finite orders. 
COROLLARY 4.10. (Varricchio). Let S be a finitely generated semigroup 
such that 
(i) For any s E S there exists k > 1 such that s = sk, 
(ii) all finitely generated subgroups of S have finite orders. 
Then S is jkite. 
We remark that Corollary 4.10 (cf. [17]) gives a generalization of the 
famous theorem of Green and Rees [S, 121 which relates the bounded 
Burnside problem for semigroups to that for groups. 
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We introduce now some finiteness conditions known also as right- 
iteration properties. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let S be a semigroup and k 3 0 and m > 0. One says 
that S satisfies the condition C(k, m) if for any sequence sr, s2, . . . . s, of m 
elements of S there exist i, j such that 1 < i < j < m and 
Sl . ..si=sl ...sj&i...Si)k. 
In [4] de Luca and Restivo proved that, as a consequence of Hotzel’s 
theorem, a finitely generated semigroup verifying C(2, m) is finite. We prove 
now the following stronger result: 
THEOREM 4.11. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup. Zf S satisfies 
C(3, m) then S is finite. 
ProofI We observe that the condition C(3, m) implies the chain 
condition (C) so that by Lemma 4.7, S verifies min,. Moreover, by taking 
all the elements i, s2, . . . . s, in the condition C(3, m) equal to an arbitrary 
element of S one derives that S is periodic. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices to 
prove that a finitely generated group verifying C(3, m) is finite. 
We prove that a group satisfying C(3, m) is weakly permutable, so that 
the finiteness will be a consequence of Theorems 4.5 and 4.4. 
The property C(3, m) in a group G is equivalent to the following condi- 
tion: 
(D) For any sequence g,, g,, . . . . g, of m elements of G there exist i, j 
such that 1 <i< j<m and 
(g, . . . gi)z = 1. 
One can prove now that from this condition it follows that G is 
2m2-weakly permutable. Let r = 2m2 and let g,, g,, . . . . g, be r elements of 
G. We can set 
t, = g, . . . . . . g, 
t2=&?l+l.~. “‘iT2, 
t 2m=gr-m+1’.’ ..‘&T,. 
In view of condition (D), for each i, 1 < i < 2m, we can factorize ti as 
ti = Pihiqi, 
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where pi, h,, qi~ G and (hi)2 = 1. Up to a permutation the product 
g1 g2 . . . g, can be rewritten as 
uhl ... . ..hzmv. 
Let us now set 
Sj=h,-,h, for l<j<m. 
Thus the preceding product can be written as 
us1 ... . . ..s.lJ. 
From the condition (D) it follows that there exist integers i, j, 1 < i d j 6 m, 
such that 
(Si.. . SJ = 1. 
One has then 
sj-sj=(sj . . .,yj)-“=q’ . . .,yy’. 
Since (h,J* = 1 for all 16 k < 2m, one derives 
h2i-lh*i”’ . ..h._,h,=h,h,_,... .-+hzih,i-,. 
This shows that G is weakly per-mutable. Q.E.D. 
We remark, in conclusion, that recently Hashiguchi proved [IO], 
without using Hotzel’s theorem, that a finitely generated semigroup 
satisfying C(2, m) is finite. The proof is by induction and, as stated by the 
author, was inspired by the proof of Green and Rees for the finiteness of 
finitely generated free idempotent semigroups. However, in our opinion, his 
method cannot be extended to deal with condition C(3, rn)~ 
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